
ClarityContact ConsiderationContext

Meet those involved in the

Listen to their feed-back and

Spend time to bring them on

3/

tension, clarify your role & the
process - maybe bring a second
person to ensure all is clearly
understood

work to get their agreement to
participate in the process

board and to understand
where they are coming from

Seek credible & influential 

Be sure they represent the

Make first meeting one-to-one,
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individuals to discuss their 
perspective on the issue

different constituency interests
and perspectives on the issue

establish why you're getting
involved & outline your plan
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Understand the context

Check out the various 

Don’t assume you know what 

1/

and the issues

perspectives of the problem

they are or have all the 
answers

Don’t pre-judge the people

Recognise their leadership

Be open to understanding the
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you're dealing with - listen to
their perspective

position - leadership may be
displayed at different levels &
in different contexts

pressures they may be under



PerspectivesPositions PresentationPlanning

While confidentiality is

Beyond those directly

Make sure that anyone who
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important, keep people informed
where possible, to counter
rumours and speculation

involved, identify any
unlikely opinion-formers

might share views about the
process have the correct
information

Make space for compromise,

People may hold position, but

Be careful of the words and
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give people time to think about
it - how long do people need and
who might they have to consult?

could shift if presented with
options & given time to think
about the community impact 

terminology when presenting
possible alternate options
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Make sure solutions are

Watch for individuals who

Present solutions in a way
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presented in terms of the
benefits to the broad community

might deliberately stir up
discontent

that credits participants of
the mediation and gives them a
sense of ownership of the
proposed solutions

You may set up Working Groups

They can build relationships

The Groups might initially
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to consider solutions for
aspects of the problem

& create space to share
perspectives

look at the views of single
identity constituencies before
sharing with other
constituencies



ReinforceReframe Re-evaluateReflect

Winning the support and

Agree with the group who
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blessing of the most credible
local figures that have
influence in the area and/or
constituency is essential if
the solution is to stick

these might be

Inviting a broader, neutral

This should, however, be

Core participants must also
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stakeholder group to become
involved may offer a wider
analysis of the problem

agreed with core participants
before being put into effect

have confidence in all those
involved
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Take the time to evaluate

Do this on an individual

Keep an eye out for other
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how the intervention went and
what individuals think about it

basis to encourage honest
assessment and feed-back

individuals willing to work on
a mediation role

Shared learning is important

Ensure collective reflection

Leave designated individuals
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on what worked and what was
problematic, so participants
can handle future tensions
themselves

as points of communication and
early warning, should other
contentious issues arise


